Is there a Library shaped black hole in the web?

An OCLC Linked Data event at Royal College of Surgeons, Edinburgh, 16/08/2016.
#OCLCLD15

Is there a library-shaped black hole in the Web?

Dr. Cathy Dolbear is a Senior Link Architect in the Global Academic Division of Oxford University Press (OUP). She has been involved in semantic data modelling using RDF for more than ten years, most recently in the publication of RDFa using the schema.org vocabularies and data mining projects to increase the semantic richness of OUP’s data.
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In Edinburgh for @OCLC event
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Today I'll be tweeting from #oclcld15 'Is there a library shaped hole in the web event'
10:04 AM - Oct 16, 2015
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We are at the Surgeons' Hall - I'm expecting incisive observations and jokes that will have us in stitches #oclcld15
9:49 AM - Oct 16, 2015
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Is there a Library shaped black hole in the web? (with images, tweets) · LornaMCampbell · Storify

https://storify.com/LornaMCampbell/oclc-linked-data
What it means to be Open

I originally started to write this post in reaction to a thread on the BIBFRAME email list in March 2015 entitled "Linked Data". In reaction to this thread I wanted to write something on what I saw as the potential for Linked Data in libraries, which I felt went beyond the issues generally brought up in the thread (with a couple of notable exceptions).
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A blog post based around my talk from this morning #oclcld15 meanboyfriend.com/overdue_ideas/…
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@owenstephens will explore Open world assumption regarding #LinkedData #OCLCLD15
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@ostephens 'Twitter moves faster than earthquakes'
xkcd.com/723/ #oclcld15
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xkcd: Seismic Waves
RANDELL MUNROE - 7 YEARS AGO
Sharon Lawler
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OS: www; http; html - standards for internet #OCLCLD15
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.@ostephens demonstrating real live triples :) Evelyn Waugh
triples no less #oclcld15
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.@ostephens triples represent a way to make endless statements about things #oclcld15
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.@ostephens linked data has the potential to be a lingua franca for publishing data #oclcld15
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.@ostephens the open world assumption states that other people know things we may not, there always exists more data #oclcld15
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@ostephens Open world - 'There may exist additional data, somewhere in the world to complement the data one has at hand' #oclcld15
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#oclcld15 @ostephens Library catalog works on closed world assumption, linked data is open world: other people may know things you don’t
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@ostephens open world assumption requires negative statements about what you do not know #oclcld15
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@ostephens talking about the Early English books hack fest bodleian.ox.ac.uk/bodley/whats-o… #oclcld15
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Early English Books Hackfest
bodleian.ox.ac.uk
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Early English Books Online - EEBO

From the first book printed in English by William Caxton, through the age of Spenser and Shakespeare and the tumult of the English Civil War, Early English Books Online (EEBO) will contain over 125,000 titles listed in Pollard and Redgrave's Short-Title Catalogue (1475-1640), Wing's Short-Title Catalogue (1641-1700), the Thomason Tracts (1640-1661), and the Early English Tract Supplement - all in full digital facsimile from the Early English Books microfilm collection.